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INTRODUCTION 
This report  descr ibes  the resul ts  of recent studies on perceptual and integrative 
processes  in the cent ra l  nervous system, studies which represent  part  of the 
continuing r e sea rch  in this laboratory supported by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. The purpose of these studies has been to elucidate 
basic neural  mechanisms that underlie human attentive processes  in order  to 
develop techniques for monitoring the functional state of these processes  .. 
Such techniques would have widespread applications, particularly i.n the space 
program, where relatively high levels of sensory-motor  performance a r e  
required. 
The electroencephalogram (EEG), a recording of the electr ical  activity of the 
brain,  provides one of the few nondestructive techniques for  assess ing  brain 
function. Widely used in diagnosing relatively g ross  brain dysfunctions, the 
EEG has  proven to  be of little benefit in assess ing  subtle alterations of higher 
nervous function, such a s  the cognitive processes .  
The application of new recording and data-analysis techniques has resulted in 
a major  breakthrough in this a rea .  Using methods which permit  the record-  
ing of relatively slow brain e lec t r ica l  potentials while a subject performs a 
reaction-time task, a surface-negative wave, maximal  in amplitude over the 
frontal  regions of the brain,  called the contingent negative variation (CNV),  
is revealed. The CNV has been shown (by us  and others) to  be a consistent 
phenomenon, easily recorded in children a s  well  a s  adults, and to  bear  a 
definite relationship to the processes  of attention and a le r tness  in man. The 
elucidation of the physiological significance of this slow potential and the 
neural  mechanisms underlying its production has been the subject of intensive 
r e sea rch  in this laboratory for  seve ra l  yea r s ,  much of which has been sum- 
mar ized  in previous repor ts  to  NASA. 
A basic understanding of the physiological significance of the CNV is necessary  
before proceeding to the development of an alertness-monitoring t e s t  utilizing 
these recording techniques. Previous work in this laboratory established the 
existence of a wave analogous to  the CNV in rhesus monkeys. The presence 
of the CNV in monkeys has permitted a more  rigid control of var iables  than 
is  possible in human subjects and has  allowed us  to investigate the ce reb ra l  
origins of this potential. 
Recent work (Borda, 1970, reprint  enclosed) suggests that the potential typi- 
cally recorded a t  the scalp is not, a s  previously supposed, unitary,  but is 
ra ther  a composite of seve ra l  waves. The r e s e a r c h  presented bellow further  
differentiates these components and establishes the cort ical  origin of the 
potential. 
METHODS 
Six monkeys (Macaca mulatta) served a s  subjects. They were  trained to 
p res s  a lever  during a 2500 c / s e c  tone (S2) to  receive a 45 mg sucrose  
pellet. An auditory "click" (S1) preceded the tone by 1 sec.  A lever  p res s  
(R) between the click and tone caused the t r i a l  to  end immediately, with no 
tone o r  reward.  The training paradigm was essentially identical t o  that 
described by Borda (1970) ( repr in t  enclosed). The animals were  trained in 
a heavy restraining chair  t o  which was attached a head holder and a t r ack  
designed for use with the Kopf electrode c a r r i e r .  Four  connectors attached 
to  the head holder matched four bolts implanted in the skull of the animal. 
The cha i r ,  head holder, and animal preparation a r e  described in an enclosed 
repr in t  (Rettig, 1971). When the subjects reached 85% c o r r e c t  responses,  
they were  prepared by epidural implantation of a 1. 25 c m  ID stainless-  s tee l  
cannula and four 8-32 s tainless-  s tee l  bolts. Transcor t ica l  e lectrodes,  like 
those described by Borda (1 970) were  implanted contralateral  to the cannula, 
After recovering f r o m  surgery ,  the animals were  placed in the restraining 
chair ,  and their  heads w e r e  fixed in the holding device descr ibed by Rettig 
(1971). An electrode consisting of four wi res  with bared spots at  0-1  (#I), 
2-3 (#2), 4- 5 (#3),  and 6-7 (#4) mrn f rom the t ip was fixed in a Kopf electrode 
c a r r i e r  and lowered in 1 m m  increments through the cortex. A paraffin plug 
was used in the cannula to  reduce brain pulsations. At each level,  16 o r  more  
t r i a l s  were  recorded for averaging. Brain electr ical  activity was amplified 
by a Brush, 8- channel, RC - coupled ( t ime constant 1. 6 sec)  amplifier and 
stored on magnetic tape with a PI-400, 12-channel, F M  recorde r .  Record- 
ings were  made a s  anter ior  a s  the frontal  pole and a s  poster ior  a s  the pre-  
cent ra l  rolandic gyrus.  
After three  penetrations through the cortex, the animal was anesthetized and 
perfused with saline and then formalin.  The brain was removed, inspected 
grossly,  and prepared for histological confirmation of the type of t issue 
penetrated and the depth reached by the electrode. 
RESULTS 
His tology 
Of the five monkeys that served a s  subjects,  four had cannulas implanted, 
were  explored with three  penetrations of the cortex, and were  prepared. for  
histology. In the l a s t  monkey, the cannula was implanted twice over different 
a r e a s  of cortex. There were  three  frontal  cannula positions and three  pre-  
cent ra l  positions. Of the 18 penetrations, the probe penetrated only 3 mrn 
into cortex on two occasions,  and therefore the data were  of only marginal  
value. Eleven penetrations went straight through gray mat te r  into white 
ma t t e r ,  t h ree  passed through gray  mat te r  along the wall  of sulci  and into 
the white a t  the bottom, and three  passed f r o m  gray mat te r  to white mat te r  
and into gray mat te r  again. One penetration extended to the cingulate gyrus.  
The reference pa i rs  were  generally contralateral  to the penetrations; how- 
ever ,  the l lsubcortical" members  of two of the reference-electrode pa i rs  in 
two of the premotor monkeys were  in the gray of either principal or  cinguiate 
sulci. Because of space l imitations,  the third premotor reference pair was 
located in the parietal  lobe. The reference pa i rs  for  the precentra.1 experi-  
ments had the subcortical members  in the white matter .  Fig. 1 shows the 
positions of the penetrations. The reference electrodes a r e  represented by 
a loop with a cent ra l  point. 
Table I presents  the apparent histological depths and the depths estimated 
f r o m  the electrophysiological data. The la t te r  were  calculated f r o m  the 
f i r s t  position a t  which the pa i rs  of electrodes on the shaft, those r e fe r red  
to  the t ip of the probe, showed significant activity. Estimating this as  I nnm 
into the cortex and calculating each subsequent position f r o m  the new electrode- 
c a r r i e r  position, the total  length of the intracort ical  run could be computed, 
The histological preparations were  subject to  some distortion due to post- 
m o r t e m  changes and reconstruction f r o m  multiple slides.  Fig.  2 depicts 
the reconstructed electrode paths. 
The e r r o r  of the electrophysiological es t imate is approximately 1 mm,  
With the exception of Monkey E, penetration 2, a l l  anatomical approxima- 
tions a r e  within 2 mrn of the physiological es t imates .  The exception, 
Monkey E,  penetration 2, involves a 7 m m  run through the gray  mat te r  of 
the superior  wall of sulcus arcuatus and 3 rnrn more  through white mat te r ,  
The electrophysiological data suggest that the probe penetrated 4 m m  into 
the gray mat te r  on the f i r s t  entrance, implying that there  was a g rea te r  
than usual  distortion of the cortex before the penetration of the electrode, 
Fig. 1. L a t e r a l  s u r f a c e s  of b r a i n  w i t h  p o i n t s  of 
e n t r y  of  e l e c t r o d e s  labeled .  Reference p a i r s  a r e  
i n d i c a t e d  by a  c i r c l e  wi th  a c e n t r a l  dot .  Pene t t a -  
t i o n s  a r e  marked by a  s imple dot .  
TABLE I 
Elec t ro-  
Anatomic phys io logic  
Depth 
Pene t ra t ion  
Depth (mml (mml FEP SEP C N T T  LPP 
Monkey A 
1 
2 
3 
Monkey B 
1 
2 
3 
Monkey C 
1 
2 
3 
Monkey D 
1 
Monkey E 
1 
FEP = F a s t  evoked p o t e n t i a l  
SEP = Slow evoked p o t e n t i a l  
CNV = Contingent negat ive  v a r i a t i o n  
LPP = Events a s soc ia ted  with t h e  l e v e r  p ress  
+ = Presence of these  p o t e n t i a l s  
( ) = CNV n o t  found i n  f i r s t  grey pene t ra ted  b u t  found 
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Fig .  2, S k e t c h e s  o f  r e c o n s t r u c t e d  e l e c t r o d e  p a t h s  i n  b r a i n s  o f  Monkeys R 
t h rough  E. The grey-whi te  b o r d e r  i s  i n d i c a t e d  by t h e  d o t t e d  l i n e .  Nun-bers 
c o r r e s p o n d  t o  p e n e t r a t i o n s ;  r e f .  = r e f e r e n c e  e l e c t r o d e .  A l l  s e c t i o n s  a re  
c o r o n a l  e x c e p t  t h e  two s a g i t t a l  c u t s  from Monkey D. 
Adding the ex t ra  3 mm to the standard computation would yield 10 r n r n ,  
calculated f r o m  electrophysiological data,  ve r sus  11 m m  calculated f rom 
anatomic data. 
The presence of cer tain potentials is a l so  presented in Table I. These a r e  
the f a s t  evoked potential ( F E P ) ,  the slow evoked potential (SEP),  the con- 
tingent negative variation (CNV),  and the events associated with thte lever  
p r e s s  ( L P P ) .  The appearances and distributions of each of these potentials 
showed considerable variability, a s  described below. 
Evoked Potentials 
Evoked potentials were  recorded in most  of the a r e a s  of cortex sampled. 
There were  two general  components: the fas t  components (with ea.ch com- 
ponent taking l e s s  than 100 msec  to  complete its r i s e  and fall) ,  and the 
slow components (taking 100 to  500 msec) .  All frequencies above 50 c / s e c  
were  fi l tered, and s o  activity of l e s s  than 20 msec  in periodicity would be 
severely attenuated. 
The t r a c e s  in Fig. 3 a r e  averages of 16 t r i a l s  (electrode #3 r e fe r~ red  to 
electrode # I ) .  The f i r s t  t r a c e  shows the absence of activity in the cerebro-  
spinal fluid (CSF). The second t r ace  represents  activity measured  when the 
t ip  electrode was  0 to  1 m m  in the cortex. The subsequent t r aces  correspond 
to sequentially deeper levels,  progressing in I m m  steps.  The numbers  t o  
the side correspond to the number of mi l l imeters  above the surface electrode 
#3  is  calculated to  be. The fas t  evoked response to  S1 is  a surface positive- 
negative-positive complex. The response to S2 is a diminutive version of 
this potential. The F E P  complex r ides  on a slower surface-posit ive wave 
that finally re turns  to  base line 250 to 300 msec  af ter  Sl. The major  posi- 
tive components of these potentials change phase and r e v e r s e  polarity as  
electrode #3 (#1 electrode now in the white mat te r )  passes  f r o m  the surface 
to  1 to  2 m m  below the surface.  
Fig. 4 shows the activity recorded f r o m  three  electrode pa i rs  along the probe 
on a single t r ia l .  The top t r a c e  corresponds to electrode #4 r e fe r red  to elec-  
trode #1, with #4 approximately 2 m m  above the surface of the cortex. The 
second t r a c e  represents  electrode #3  r e fe r red  to  # I ,  with #3  in the outer 
1 m m  of cortex. The third t r ace  is derived f r o m  electrode #2  r e fe r red  to 
electrode #1, with #2 descending 2 to  3 m m  into the gray. Electrode #S is 
in the subjacent white matter .  On line and in the averages,  very l i t t le activity 
could be found between electrodes in the white ma t t e r ,  either locally or 
t 
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Fig. 3.  Averages o f  16 t r i a l s  of  t h e  a c t i v i t y  between e l e c t r o d e s  
3 and 1. I n  t h e  f i r s t  t r a c e  bo th  e l e c t r o d e s  a r e  i n  t h e  e p i c o r t i -  
c a l  CSF. I n  t h e  second  t r a c e  e l e c t r o d e  1 i s  i n  t h e  c o r t e x  and 
e l e c t r o d e  3 i s  s t i l l  i n  t h e  CSF. Each subsequen t  t r a c e  c o r r e s -  
ponds t o  a  run  lrh d e e p e r  i n  t h e  c o r t e x  t h a n  t h e  p r e c e d i n g  one. 
The numbers t o  t h e  r i g h t  co r r e spond  t o  t h e  d i s t a n c e  above t h e  
c o r t i c a l  s u r f a c e  e l e c t r o d e  3 i s  c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be.  N e g a t i v i t y  
of e l e c t r o d e  3 i s  up. 
between widely separated a reas .  There  were  exceptions, which were  post- 
S2 events, presumed to be related to  the lever  press .  The most  intense 
activity s t i l l  appeared to  be in the gray mat te r  with a spread of the field 
into the subjacent white mat te r .  The possible explanations of this activity 
in the white ma t t e r  will be discussed la te r .  Thus, the white mat te r  was 
considered an inactive reference a s  f a r  a s  potentials measured in evoked- 
potential and CNV experiments were  concerned. With this presumption in 
mind, the activity seen in Figs .  3 and 4 shows that there  is a r e v e r s a l  of 
polarity of major  potentials associated with S1 and S2 between the epicortical  
CSF and 1 to  2 m m  deep into the cortex. These two figures i l lustrate a simple 
penetration of gray  to  white. In those cases  where the electrode penetrated 
gray-white-gray, a somewhat more  complex analysis of the events a t  various 
levels was required. F i r s t ,  a c r o s s  section along the electrode t r ac t  was 
reconstructed f r o m  multiple frozen sections. The level of entry of each 
electrode was calculated f r o m  the electrophysiological data. Electrode #I 
was presumed to enter  when significant activity s tar ted between #1 and the 
other three  electrodes on the probe. Electrode #2 was presumed to enter  
when the activity between #2 and #1 began to differ f r o m  the activity between 
#3 (or  #4) and # I .  Similarly,  #3 was presumed to enter when the activity 
between # 3  and #1 began to differ f r o m  the activity between #4 and # I .  
Another sys tem of estimating the entry of #2 into the cortex, found to give 
resu l t s  identical to  the above, was  to  observe the f i r s t  level  a t  which there  
was activity between #2 and #3. At each level a t  which an electrode entered 
the cortex, the position of the other electrodes could be located on the ana- 
tomically calculated c r o s s  section. Finally, the deepest level was used to  
reconstruct  the position of each electrode at  that level. 
When one electrode of a pair  was in an electrically inactive substance (the 
CSF, for  instance), the activity was presumed to originate f r o m  the other 
electrode. When multiple pa i rs  of electrodes with one lead in common 
showed the same activity, that activity was presumed to originate at the 
common electrode. Using the anatomical reconstruction of the run to 
locate the electrodes at  each level of a run and comparing the activity of 
different pa i rs  at  each level,  the electr ical  activity a t  each level was com- 
puted. 
F a s t  evoked-potential complexes were  found in a l l  but one of the premotor 
runs.  In s ix  of eight penetrations, the f i r s t  positive wave inverted its 
polarity a s  the electrode passed through the outer mil l imeter  of cortex. 
In one of the other cases ,  the penetration was not deep enough to ble su re  
of inversion, and in the l a s t  case  the potential inversion was not c lear ly 
localized, the probe paralleling the surface in the wall  of a sulcus for 
seve ra l  mil l imeters .  The potential did, however, invert  in the depths, 
F a s t  complexes in the precent ra l  runs were  l e s s  common, being present  in 
only five of the nine runs,  and w e r e  l e s s  prominent. The f i r s t  component 
of the potentials appeared to  invert  on passing through the outer 1 mrn of 
cortex in a l l  but one run. In the exception, the inversion was complete at 
a depth of 2. 5 m m  (where cortex was 3. 2 mm thick). 
Slow evoked- potential components were  present  in s ix  of nine prerriotor runs,  
The magnitudes ranged f r o m  20 to 80 pV.  Three  of the s ix were  surface-  
positive waves of 300 to 500 m s e c  duration. There were  two surface-negative 
waves of 100 m s e c  duration. Both 500 msec  and 100 msec  positive waves 
were  seen in layer  I1 of the superior  wall  of sulcus principalis. The pene- 
t ra t ion was  not extended to the pia, but the potential a r o s e  between 2. 5 and 
0. 5 m m  f r o m  the surface.  
Six of the nine precentral  runs demonstrated slow evoked components, These 
ranged f r o m  5 to  40 p.V and were  surface positive. All were  300 msec  or 
longer in duration, and one had a superimposed 100 m s e c  wave. In three  cases  
there  was a surface-posit ive swing associated with both S2 and R that could not 
be differentiated, and in the other three  the response to  S1 was grea ter  than 
that to  S2. 
Contingent Negative Variation 
The CNV took three  forms.  F i r s t ,  in two instances there  was a negative 
shift, measurable  over the surface,  with no intracort ical  shifts. Second, 
in nine cases  there  was a negative shift in the CSF and sometimes in the 
outer 1 m m  of cortex, but with a relatively positive shift in the next 1 o r  2 
mrn of gray mat te r .  Third,  in one run there  was only a relatively positive 
shift in the second mil l imeter  of gray,  with no superficial  negativity, Twice, 
the penetration showed a superficial  negativity but was not ca r r i ed  deep enough 
to establish the presence o r  absence of positivity. Once, the probe stopped 
before layer  I of the superior  wall  of sulcus principalis and measured a 
negative shift a t  that level. No discernible shift was seen in two instances.  
Both re ference  electrodes that were  in g ray  measured negative shifts. 
In addition to evoked potentials, Figs.  3 and 4 demonstrate  the presence and 
polarity r eve r sa l  of the CNV. This example is typical of runs showing c lear  
CNVs and c l ea r  evoked potentials in that they both a r e  seen to invert  in the 
outer mil l imeter  of cortex. The level of polarity r eve r sa l s  of evoked- 
potential complexes and CNVs correlated well. 
P remoto r  runs manifested more  CNV- related potentials than precent ra l  
runs.  Virtually every penetration contained either a negative-surface shift 
o r  a negative-positive dipole or  positive-depth shift. The only a r e a  of frontal  
cortex that yielded no shift was the l a t e ra l  aspect  of the superior  f rontal  
gyrus (SFG), approximately 40 m m  anter ior  to the interaural  line. The run 
just medial to  this yielded only a positive shift of 10  pV,  whereas a third run 
in the same  monkey, medial  to  both of these,  yielded a 10 ~JIV surface-negative/ 
20 )cV depth (2mm)-positive dipole. As the l a t e ra l  run continued through white 
mat te r  into the superior  wall  of sulcus principalis,  a negative shift (with r e -  
spect t o  the white mat te r )  became apparent,  
The precentral  runs yielded a more  variable picture. In two of the runs,  
there  were  no discernible shifts;  in one, there  was a highly variable,  com- 
paratively low voltage shift; in three ,  only a superficial  negativity; and in 
the l a s t  th ree ,  the complete negative-positive dipole. The l a s t  t h ree  were  
f r o m  Monkey E,  which was  l e s s  experienced than the other two. The range 
of voltages was 8 to  20 p V  in runs showing negative shifts and was 10 to  20 pV 
in runs showing positive shifts. 
Lever-  Press-Associa ted  Events 
Lever-press-assoc ia ted  data were  extracted by averaging forward o r  backward 
o r  both f r o m  cor rec t  lever  p res ses .  Activity was averaged only f r o m  those 
runs that showed, on stimulus-locked averages,  very  significant activity af ter  
S2 that continued through cor tex  into white mat te r .  Fig. 5 shows why these 
special  averages w e r e  computed. The figure is  drawn f r o m  the superirnposi- 
tion of the average activity f r o m  one electrode pair  on the probe (#1 refer red  
to #2, solid line) and the average of short ,  square-wave code pulses given at 
the t ime of co r rec t  responses (dotted line). There  is an obvious s imilar i ty  
between the electrophysiological data and the electromechanical data, with a 
160 m s e c  lag of the electromechanical data. 
In the motor cortex on the runs showing little o r  no CNV, such su r face -  
positive potentials a s  those i l lustrated in Fig. 6 were  seen commo~ily in 
experienced monkeys. In the f i r s t  t r ace  on the left ,  the average of 16  t r i a l s  
with both electrodes (#2  r e fe r red  to  #1) s t i l l  in the epidural CSF shows no 
significant activity. The second t r ace  corresponds to the average with the 
t ip  1 m m  into the cortex. Each subsequent t r a c e  represents  the average of 
8 to  16 t r i a l s  a t  1 m m  steps through the cortex. The numbers correspond 
to  the number of mi l l imeters  above (+) or below ( - )  where  surface electrode 
# 2  i s  calculated to  be. The t r a c e s  to  the right correspond to the averages 
f r o m  a single set  of t r i a l s  with the t ip  in the white mat te r  and electrodes iY4, 
# 3 ,  and #2 located $2 mm,  0 m m ,  and - 2 m m  above the surface.  These 
t r aces  show the surface-  positive potential becoming a surface -negative 
-Q,$s~ I SEC 952 R 
Fig. 4, Each t r a c e  i s  t h e  a c t i v i t y  recorded  on a  s i n g l e  
t r i a l .  Top: e l e c t r o d e  4 ve r sus  1. Middle: e l e c t r o d e  3 
versus 1. Lower: e l e c t r o d e  2 versus  1. E lec t rode  1 i s  i n  
t h e  whi te  m a t t e r  below 4 ,  3 and 2 ,  and i s  used a s  a  r e f e r -  
ence .  The numbers t o  t h e  r i g h t  correspond t o  t h e  d i s t a n c e  
( i n  rnm) above t h e  c o r t i c a l  s u r f a c e  t h e  a c t i v e  e l e c t r o d e  i s  
c a l c u l a t e d  t o  be. 
Fig.  5. S o l i d  l i n e  i s  from e l e c t r o d e  2 r e f e r r e d  t o  1. Dotted 
l i n e  i s  from t h e  o u t p u t  o f  a code channel  moni tor ing  c o r r e c t  lever 
p r e s s e s .  Each p a i r  of  curves  comes from t h e  average o f  1 6  t r i a l s  
a t  one of  t h r e e  p r o g r e s s i v e l y  deeper  l e v e l s .  I n  each  c a s e  e l e c -  
t r o d e  1 is  i n  t h e  grey  and e l e c t r o d e  3 is  i n  the e p i c o r t i c a l  CSF, 
There i s  an obvious s i m i l a r i t y  i n  t h e  r i s e  t ime of  t h e  ECG d a t a  
and t h e  electromechanogram da t a .  N e g a t i v i t y  of e l e c t r o d e  1 i s  up, 
Fig.  6 ,  Traces t o  the  l e f t  are averages from one pa i r  of elec- 
trodes ( 2  referred t o  1) , s t a r t i n g  above the  surface of the cor- 
tex and continuing i n t o  the cortex and subjacent white matter. 
The numbers between the t races  correspond t o  the  number of ~ n m  
above the surface of the  cortex the  act ive  electrode i s  placed, 
The t races  t o  the r i gh t  are  averages from three  d i f f e r en t  p a i r s  
( 4 - 1 ,  3-1 and 2-1) on one s e t  of t r i a l s  with the  deepest elec-  
trode (1) in  the white matter and the  other electrodes positioned 
according t o  the numbers between t races .  
potential ( relat ive to  the subjacent white matter)  a s  the electrode position 
var ies  f r o m  CSF to deep gray. 
When the t ip was r e fe r red  to  a distant a r e a  of white mat te r ,  the negative 
potential persis ted to  the end of the run. However, the most  intense nega- 
tivity is  c lear ly n e a r e r  the more  superficial  electrodes than the tip, since 
the more  superficial  electrodes reflect a negativity with respect  to  the 
deeper  electrode. It is possible that the reference electrodes were ,  in 
fact, recording positive shifts when the probe was a t  the deeper  levels,  
o r  that the white mat te r  was generating a slow-potential variation, o r  that 
there  was a spread of the known negative field in the gray into the subjacent 
wh i t ema t t e r .  The l a s t  s eems  the most  likely explanation, since it does 
not require  the a s  sumption that the white mat te r  possesses  slow- potential 
generators  o r  that reference electrodes in two monkeys w e r e  near  strong 
positive sources.  
In the runs through motor cortex showing good CNVs, the termination of the 
CNV and the onset of the positive wave were  intermingled with the slow corn- 
ponents of the evoked response to  S2, s o  that the potential just described 
could not be distinguished f r o m  other concurrent activity. Various aspects  
of the activity af ter  the lever  p r e s s  were  easily distinguishable. There was  
a complex of surface-positive-negative-positive waves terminating 200 msec  
af ter  the lever  p res s .  The t r aces  in Fig.  7 a r e  f r o m  penetrations 5 and 6 on 
Monkey E. Each t r a c e  represents  one se t  of t r ia l s  with electrode # 4  at +2 mm, 
electrode # 3  a t  0 m m ,  and electrode # 2  a t  - 2  m m  with respect  t o  the surface,  
each r e fe r red  to  the tip in the subjacent white. The complex does not deter io-  
ra te  or  invert  in run 5 ( f i r s t  th ree  t r aces )  but does deter iorate  in the cortex 
in run 6. Also seen in these t r aces  a r e  some late  slow potentials ( sur face-  
positive-negative) which invert in the outer 1 m m  of cortex. 
Premotor-cor tex  activity clear ly associated with the lever  p r e s s  was con- 
fined to  the pos t - lever -press  period. Fig. 8 i l lustrates  a small ,  fas t  potential 
(arrow) and a la rge ,  slow potential. The f i r s t  t r ace  is electrode # 3  t o  e lec-  
t rode #1, and the second is electrode # 2  to  electrode # l .  Electrode $1 is in 
the white mat te r ,  electrode # 2  is very near  the bottom of sulcus arcuatus,  
and electrode # 3  is in the gray  of the wall  of sulcus arcuatus.  Fig. 9 shows 
how one can superimpose the stimulus-locked (solid line) and l eve r -p res s -  
locked (dotted line) data and achieve a fair ly  good fit a t  the ends with differ- 
ences in the t ime course and amplitudes of various components. Inversions 
of the large,  slow, l eve r -p res s  potential were  seen to be locked to the inver- 
sions of the fas t  l eve r -p res s  potential. The fast  potential bea r s  a remarkable 
s imilar i ty  to  the click-evoked potential in t ime course,  polarity, and levels of 
Fig. 7. Upper three t r aces :  run 5 ,  Monkey E ,  each an average o f  
1 6  t r i a l s  with the reference electrode (1) i n  the white matter 
and the ac t ive  ( 4 , 3  and 2 )  + 2 ,  0 and - 2  mm above the surface.  
Lower three t races  are  the analogous averages from run 6 ,  Monkey E ,  
FA = feeder a r t i f a c t ;  LP = leverpress.  
Fig. 8. Averages of  a  s e t  o f  t r i a l s .  Upper t r a c e  i s  t h e  a c t i v i t y  
between e l e c t r o d e s  3 and 1. E lec t rode  3 i s  i n  t h e  w a l l  of  s u l c u s  
a r c u a t u s ;  e l e c t r o d e  1 i s  i n  t h e  wh i t e  m a t t e r  below t h e  base  of  sul- 
cus  a r c u a t u s .  The lower t r a c e  i s  t h e  a c t i v i t y  between e l e c t r o d e s  
2 and 1. E l e c t r o d e  2 i s  i n  t h e  grey  a t  the base  of  s u l c u s  a r c u a t u s ,  
p o s i t i v i t y  a t  1 i s  up. LP = l e v e r p r e s s  a r t i f a c t .  Arrow i n d i c a t e s  
f a s t  p o t e n t i a l  presumed t o  be  evoked by t h e  " c l i c k "  o f  t h e  micro- 
s w i t c h  c l o s u r e .  
Fig* 9.  Solid l i ne :  averages locked t o  stimulus. Dotted l i n e :  
averages locked t o  leverpress.  Traces are drawn from averages of 
s e t s  of t r i a l s  of run 2 ,  Monkey E. Electrode 3 i s  referred t o  @See- 
trode 1. The f i r s t  t r ace  is  ac t i v i t y  before penetrat ion of the cor- 
tex  by e lect rode 1. In the  l a s t  t r a ce  electrode I i s  i n  the white 
matter below the base of sulcus arcuatus and electrode 3 is  i n  the 
deep grey of the base of the sulcus.  
inversion in Monkey E,  penetrations 1 through 3. There was an audible 
click associated with the closure of the microswitch. One can easily 
speculate that this sound evoked the fast  potential. 
Summary of Electrophys iologic Findings 
In surnmary, evoked potentials were  found over wide a r e a s  of cortex and 
were  absent in neighboring a reas .  Both the slow evoked potentials and the 
fas t  evoked potentials had grea ter  amplitude in the premotor runs.  
The CNVs were  found to be distributed pr imari ly  in premotor  area.s. 
Table I1 summarizes  amplitude data for  CNV runs showing CNVs or the 
intracort ical  positive-potential cor re la te  or  both. 
Lever-press-assoc ia ted  potentials of three  types were  studied. In the motor 
region of overtrained monkeys, there  was a surface-posit ive wave peaking 
before the lever  p res s ,  ar is ing af ter  S2. There were  rapid complexes and 
slow waves af ter  the lever  p res s  in motor and premotor  a reas .  The rapid 
complexes in the premotor a r e a s  bore a remarkable resemblance to click- 
evoked potentials. 
All superficial  st imulus- related potentials recorded either reversed  polarity 
o r  became unrecognizable a s  the electrode passed through the outer 1 mm. of 
cortex,  except in one case  when the inversion was complete 2. 5 m m  into the 
cortex. 
DISCUSSION 
The origins of slow-potential (SP) shifts can be assumed to be vascular ,  gliaP, 
o r  neuronal. The f i r s t  of these is considered ser iously for slow-potential 
shifts with a long period ( 1 0  sec  o r  more) ,  but is  not likely to play much of a 
role in the shorter-durat ion S P  shifts recorded in the present study. There 
is  much evidence which indicates that glia interact with neurons in a func- 
tional manner  and that they have specialized bioelectric connections. Slow 
depolarizations of glial-membrane potentials have been demonstrated during 
thalamic stimulation (Karahashi and Goldring, 1966) and have been shown to 
cor re la te  well  with surface-negative S P  shifts (Castellucci and Goldring, 1910), 
Glial-mediated shifts a r e  character ized,  however, by the absence of any r e -  
ve r sa l  of polarity in a laminagraphic analysis (Castellucci and Goldring, 1970), 
s o  their  role in the generation of the S P  shifts reported in the present  study 
Table 11. Mean Number of Penet ra t ions  f S D  ( i n  uV] 
Premotor P r e c e n t r a l  
FEP 
SEP 
CNV - s h i f t  
CNV + s h i f t  
FEP = Fas t  evoked p o t e n t i a l  
SEP = Slow evoked p o t e n t i a l  
CNV = Contingent negat ive  v a r i a t i o n  
- = Negative 
+ = P o s i t i v e  
n = Number of  pene t ra t ions  showing such a s h i f t  
must  not be a major  one. 
The neuronal model for surface slow potentials presumes  that neurons 
generate surface potentials by one of seve ra l  means: Goldring et a l ,  (1958) 
suggested depolarization of the ce l l  bodies (and presumably dendrites) ; 
Sugaya et  al. (1964) invoked superficial  postsynaptic depolarization; and 
others ( L i  and Chow, 1962; Pollen and Sie, 1964) have noted that somatic 
hyperpolarization is  associated with surface-  negative shifts. By presuming 
alterations in neuronal activations, one can explain slow-potential shifts 
associated with increasing levels of consciousness ( increased input f r o m  
subcortical sources ,  pre-  and postsynaptic depolarization, and compensatory 
somatic hyper polarization, a l l  yielding a surface-negative shift) a s  well  a s  
potential shifts occurring secondary to hypoxia and hypoglycemia (lack of 
energy input to maintain membrane potential resu l t s  in depolarization and 
the consequent negative shift descr ibed by OILeary ,  1963) and the slow- 
potential shifts associated with substances that produce neuronal i r r  ita- 
bility (e. g. , depolarization and negative shifts caused by hypercapnic 
acidosis).  
The above considerations,  plus the known propert ies  of the neuronal membrane,  
lead us  to the conclusion that the S P  shifts recorded in the type of st imulus- 
response paradigm used in the present  study a r e  generated pr imari ly  by 
neura l  activity. Specifically, surface-negative,  depth-positive potentials 
correspond to  somatic IPSPs o r  repolar  ization; a surface -negative potential 
alone corresponds to dendritic depolarization; and surface-posit ive,  depth- 
negative potentials correspond to  somatic EPSPs ,  synchronized corticofugal 
o r  afferent volleys of action potentials, and dendrit ic repolarization. Den- 
dr i t ic  IPSPs have not been demonstrated. 
The fas t  evoked potentials predominantly found in premotor  cortex in the 
present  study fit the Creutzfeldt model of axosomatic input generating the 
p r imary  positive-negative complex, with o r  without axodendritic activity 
coincident with the pr imary  negative wave. The slow, surface - pos itive 
waves underlying the fas t  components probably represent  spread to  the den- 
dr i tes  of IPSPs. Their low voltage, variable latency and form, and the 
overshadowing CNV made it difficult to  be su re  if the slow component in- 
verted o r  mere ly  faded on penetration of the outer 1 m m  of cortex. The 
usual  finding of S l l s  fas t  evoked potential being g rea te r  than S Z 1 s  evoked 
potential came a s  no su rp r i se ,  since Walter,  in his f i r s t  a r t ic le  on the C N V  
(Walter et  al .  , 1964), noted such a relationship. It suggests,  however, that 
the cortex was l e s s  susceptible to EPSPs  late in the S1-SZ interval or that 
the fas t  evoked-potential information was l e s s  likely to  be forwarded t o  
frontal  a r e a s .  McAdam (1968) noted that the latency of l a t e r  components 
of shock-evoked potentials superimposed on SI-S2 intervals had shor te r  
latencies and lower amplitudes,  findings prompting the conclus ion that the 
CNV correlated with increased excitability. 
Discovery that the CNV had a superficial  negative component and an intra-  
cort ical  positive component with. respec t  to  subjacent white ma t t e r  suggests 
that in the a r e a s  where  both w e r e  present  there  was simultaneous depolariza- 
tion superficially and hyperpolarization in the depths. Olds et al. (1 969) 
descr ibed r a t s  in a s imi l a r  conditioning situation a s  being in ". . . a state of 
intense readiness ."  The occurrence of a r e a s  of isolated hyperpolarization in 
the depth o r  superficial  depolarization can be attributed to  differential f m c -  
tion of different a r e a s  of cortex. The absence of shifts in motor  cortex of 
well-trained monkeys (Borda, 1970) is bes t  explained a s  a learning effect. 
Ea r ly  in conditioning, the ent i re  f rontal  lobe is primed, including the motor 
cortex, with excitatory and inhibitory influences in a dynamic balance until 
the a r r i v a l  of S2, when, through disinhibition o r  axosomatic excitation or  
both, the organism discharges the tension in the f o r m  of a lever  p r e s s ,  
decision, or re lease  f r o m  uncertainty. After hundreds of t r i a l s ,  l:he organism 
develops more  d iscre te  inputs to the motor cortex, probably axosomatic ex- 
citatory inputs, that enable that region of cortex to  be preserved f r o m  the 
intense expenditure of energy in expectancy. The premotor regions, hovgever, 
continue to  receive,  process ,  and t r ansmi t  information relevant to  stimuli  
and the response. 
The picture of frontal-lobe function that emerges  f r o m  this  study of the G N V  
is that of a region where  s t imuli  a r e  fi l tered, dr ive-related stimuli  a r e  se-  
lected, information is  s tored  (possibly elsewhere in the brain) ,  and reaction 
patterns a r e  evaluated for  effectiveness. Knott and Irwinf s (1 968) theory that 
intention to respond, s t r e s s ,  and anxiety a r e  a l l  subserved by the same mech- 
an ism fits well  with the concept that the CNV represents  an intensified balance 
between excitatory superf icial  inputs and inhibitory somatic inputs. There is 
certainly a maximum amount of postsynaptic inhibitory input that any cell  
body can respond to, and this is balanced by maximal  excitatory input to  the 
dendrites.  An important conclusion is that s t r e s s  is  modulated by the s a m e  
tense balance of inhibition and excitation a s  anxiety and intention. 
The only depth-negative CNV measured among the 18 penetrations was deep 
in the wall  of sulcus principalis. The negative shift ended very abruptly with 
the onset of S2, and a la te  negativity of about 30 &LV eventually developed 
(Fig.  10). An explanation for  this a r e a ' s  excitation is that it is the source 
of the axosomatic inhibition found in other a r e a s  of cortex and perhaps rein-  
forces  the behavioral se t  a s  the reward is appreciated. It is  suggested that 
F i g .  10. Average a c t i v i t y  from e l e c t r o d e  p a i r s  4 - 1 ,  3-1, and 
2-1. E l e c t r o d e  4 i s  i n  t h e  grey-white b o r d e r  o f  l a t e r a l  
s u p e r i o r  f r o n t a l  gyrus  (SFG); e l e c t r o d e  3  i s  i n  t h e  s u b j a c e n t  
w h i t e ;  e l e c t r o d e  2 i s  i n  t h e  grey-whi te  b o r d e r  o f  t h e  
s u p e r i o r  w a l l  of s u l c u s  p r i n c i p a l i s ;  and e l e c t r o d e  1 i s  1 .5  
mrn from t h e  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  s u p e r i o r  w a l l  of s u l c u s  p r i n c i -  
p a l i s .  P o s i t i v e  a c t i v i t y  a t  e l e c t r o d e  1 r e s u l t s  i n  an upward 
d e f l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a c e .  
this a r e a  of cortex, along with i ts  subcort ical  connections, should be the 
focus of fur ther  exploration into the ce reb ra l  mechanisms that control the 
CNV. 
SUMMARY 
Research  conducted during the past yea r  has  contributed greatly to our  m-der- 
standing of the origin and physiological significance of c e r e b r a l  slow poten- 
t ials.  Of pr imary  in teres t  was elucidation of the origin of the contingent 
negative variation (CNV), a slow potential which appears  to be related specifi- 
cally to  the mechanisms underlying attention and aler tne s s. 
Results summarized in previous repor ts  to NASA suggested that the CNV is 
not a unitary potential but r a the r  a composite of seve ra l  distinct potentials 
of different t ime course  and topographic distribution. The recent work con- 
f i r m s  this hypothesis and extends it t o  the intracort ical  level. The homogeneous 
wave with widespread a r e a l  distribution one records  with sca lp  electrodes loses  
this appearance when recorded with the smal le r ,  intracort ical  probe. The 
classic  surface-negative wave is seen to  be composed of many sma l l  patches 
of negativity, each of which may  take any of three  forms:  1) a sur iace-  
negativeldepth-positive dipole a c r o s s  the cortex, 2) only superf icial  nega- 
tivity, o r  3) only positivity in the deeper  layers  of the cortex. This suggests 
that the source of the CNV is  not, a s  is  generally assumed,  a widespread 
part ia l  depolar ization of the apical  dendrit ic feltwork, but ra ther  cons is t s  of 
multiple d iscre te  generators  scat tered throughout the cort ical  mantle of the 
frontal  lobe. Each of these genera tors  is viewed a s  being the locus of a 
phasic increase in "neural tension, " an increase in superficial  dendritic ex- 
citation and somatic inhibition. 
Yet to  be answered a r e  the questions of what subcortical sys tems predominate 
in the elicitation of these S P  shifts,  and whether specific cor t ica l  regions can 
be identified where the e lec t r ica l  activity consistently ref lects  mobilization 
of these systems.  Once these questions a r e  answered, techniques can be 
developed whereby the integrity of the neura l  systems underlying attentive- 
ness  may be assessed .  
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THE EFFECT OF ALTERED DRIVE STATES 
ON THE CONTINGENT NEGATIVE VARIATTON (GPJV) 
IN WHESUS MONKEYS1 
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Texas 77025 (U.S.A.) 
(Accepted for publication: December 22, 1969) 
A phenomenon that appeared to be the first 
known electrophysiological correlate of a specific 
mental process was recorded from human subjects 
during presentations of associated stimuli by 
Walter et al. (1964a). This "prolonged vertex ne- 
gative wave" was called the "contingent negative 
variation (CNV) : an electro-cortical sign of sen- 
sori-motor association in man". 
Considerable work has been done in the past 5 
years in attempts to determine the physiological 
and psychological variables that affect this phe- 
nomenon. Motivation (Irwin et al. 1966; Walter 
1966; Cant and Bickford 1967; Rebert et al. 
19671, expectancy (Walter et al. 1964b), attention 
or alertness (Walter 1966; Hillyard and Galambos 
1967; Low et al. 1967; Tecce and Scheff 1969), 
and conation (Low et al. 1966b) have been sug- 
gested as being involved in elicitation or mainte- 
nance or both of the CNV. Rebert et al. (1967), in 
assessing the role of motivational variables in the 
production of the CNV, concluded that this slow 
potential may reflect "cerebral changes related to 
the general drive state of the organism". 
Low et al. (1965) demonstrated an electrical 
event in rhesus monkeys analogous to the CNV; 
this led to the use of these animals as subjects in 
the present study of the relationship between drive 
state and CNV wave form. Although the con- 
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from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration; 
it represents a portion of a dissertation submitted to 
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy. 
cept of drive is complex and physiologically lm- 
precise, it was assumed for the purposes of the 
present study that deprivation of food would pro- 
duce an increased hunger drive and higher moti- 
vation to respond for appropriate reinforcement. 
Previous reports concerning the distr~butiolt 
of the CNV in man (Walter et al. 1964b; Low et 
al. 1966a) have been limited to the relatively early 
stages of training. The present study extends this 
analysis to infrahuman primates and additional 
stages of training. 
METHODS 
Four female rhesus monkeys (~Macrrcu n7zrlar- 
ta), naive to operant conditioning and weighing 
3-4 kg, served as subjects. Each was placed in a 
restraining chair (Foringer) for a period of 1-2 11 
at the same time every day. Water was provided 
ad libitum. 
Conditioning 
Each subject was first trained to press a lever 
in order to receive banana-flavored nutr~ent pel- 
lets (300 mg, CIBA); all other food wai; wathheld 
until this response was well established. A discrim- 
ination task was then introduced: only lever- 
presses which occurred during thie presentation 
of a 2500 c/sec tone were reinforced. Initial train- 
ing was considered complete when the tone could 
be shortened to 4 sec and the subject's responses 
remained primarily confined to its presentation. 
As each subject reached this criterion (4-10 days)> 
training was interrupted and normal d ~ e t  was 
reinstated for a period of 1 week, after which elec- 
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trodes were implanted epidurally and subcorti- 
caily. 
E/ec t i o ~ l e c  
W ~ r e  of 90 % platinum/lO % iridium alloy was 
used for all epidural and sabcortical (reference) 
electrodes. Th~ese were insulated, except for the 
recording surface, with Epoxylite and then "pla- 
tinized" (Schvvan 1963) by plating platinurn-black 
from a solution of platinum chloride. The epi- 
dural electrodes consisted of 0.016" diameter 
wrie wound in coils oftwo complete turns 3.5 mm 
in diameter. Subcortical referenceelectrodes were 
strnight wires with a 1.5-2.0 mm uninsulated tip. 
The electrodes were soldered to the terminals of a 
s~rbm~nrairrre connector (Continental) which was 
anchored to the skull with stainless steel screws 
and dental acrylic (Shur-Weld). 
The implantation procedure was done under 
aseptic conditions: subjects were anesthetized by 
intravenous sodium pentobarbital. In three sub- 
jects (M-1, M-3 and M-4), surface electrodes 
were ~rnplai~ted 30 and 15 mm anterior and 5 mm 
postenor to the inter-aural line, 5-8 mm from the 
rnidliile over the left hemisphere. These were des- 
rgnated left rrontal, left central and left posterior, 
reslsccirvely, and corresponded to left superior 
ii-oi~tal or micldle frontal gyrus, an area just an- 
terior to the motor strip, and the inferior parietal 
gyrus. Bn each subject, the three electrodes were 
all referred to a single, subcortical (white matter) 
refercrice located 3 mm anterior to the inter-aural 
line and 7 rnm from the midline, inserted to a 
depth of 7 mm below the surface. The fourth sub- 
ject (M-5) bad transcortical paired electrodes, as 
a better control for eye movement artifacts (see 
Wiirrz 1965), at locations analogous to those 
above des~gnated frontal and central. 
Tesring pl-occcl~~re 
After recovery from the operation, each sub- 
ject was placed on a food-deprivation schedule 
and begin on a final discrimination task. The 
tones gradually were shortened to 1 sec and were 
now preceded by a "click" (SI), the interval be- 
tween the two being 1.1 sec. By pressing the lever 
d~tring the tone (Ss), the subject could receive a 
food pellet, b~l t  such a response now terminated 
the tone so that only one pellet was available on 
each trial. Additionally, lever-presses in the click- 
tone interval aborted the sequence so that no tone 
followed. Thus, the subject had to wait for the 
tone onset before a response would produce rein- 
forcement, and the paradigm now approximated 
that used in previous studies of the CNV in man. 
Solid-state programming equipment (BRS-For- 
inger) controlled the stimulus-presentation and 
reinforcement contingencies. 
Recording proced~lre 
Recordings were begun as the above discrim- 
ination task was introduced; up to 100 trials 
were presented aperiodically in daily sessions of 
45 min to I h, with a minimum inter-trial interval 
of 8 sec. Capacitor-coupled amplifiers (Brush 
Instruments) amplified brain electrical activity, 
using time constants of at least 2.3 sec and filters 
which attenuated frequencies above 50 c/sec. 
System noise level was determined to be under 3 
pV peak-to-peak. The amplified signals were tap- 
ed with an FM recorder (Precision Instruments, 
PI-400) at 18 cm/sec for later analysis with a 
LINC-8 digital computer. The programming de- 
vice placed a code on tape 0.7 sec before the click 
in each trial. 
Trials were "averaged" in blocks of 10 using a 
technique previously described (Borda and Frost 
1968). A 4 sec epoch of EEG, beginning with each 
trial's code onset, was digitized at a rate of 64 
points/sec and stored on digital magnetic tape. 
Amplitude histograms were then constructed for 
the sample of 10 voltages occurring at each of the 
256 points in the 4 sec epochs, and the median 
voltage and variance were calculated for each 
histogram. Plots of these variances and median 
voltages were then written out on a plotter (Hous- 
ton Instruments). To reduce the possibility of 
averages reflecting movement artifact, any block 
showing a variance which was higher during the 
S1-S2 interval than during the pre-stimulus period 
was excluded from further analysis. Blocks show- 
ing an over-all variance that deviated to a great 
extent from those typically recorded were also 
eliminated. 
As an objective measure of the relative size of 
any negative shifts (CNVs) occurring in the SI-S2 
interval, the area between an extension of the pre- 
stimulus baseline and the portion of the averaged 
signal between the evoked potentials was measur- 
ed. This has been previously suggested as an alter- 
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A A 
SI s 2  
HIGH DRIVE, HIGH RESPONSE (IO/IO) 
-100,~ , 
I SEC 
LOW DRIVE, LOW RESPONSE (0/10) 
Fig. 1 
Brain electrical activity recorded early in training (sub- 
ject M-1) during different drive states. Traces are averages 
(median plots) of 10 trials. SI = click, Sz = tone onset; 
LF = left frontal recording site, LC = left central. 
mere performance of a specific motor response, 
recordings were obtained from one subject (M-5) 
freely responding without cue or reinforcement. 
A short code pulse was placed on tape coincidel~t 
with the subject's response; averages were then 
obtained of the 4 sec epoch preceding the rcspo~lse 
by playing the tape backward, triggcnng at the 
code, and averaging as described above. 
RESULTS 
Histological examination of the reference 
electrode tracks indicated that the subcort~cal 
electrodes in two subjects (M-3 and 161-4) passed 
through white matter and entered a convoP~111011 
of cortex. These cannot, then, be considered 
truly "inactive", and allowances for t h ~ s  rnrlst be 
made in interpreting the results fro111 these sub- 
jects. 
Neither positive nor negative shnfts were noted 
at any time during the S1-S~interval In recordings 
obtained from the posterior electrode srtc. CNVs 
were recorded at frontal and central electrode 
sites in all subjects. The average electrical acllvlty 
typically accompanying the stimul~ts-response 
paradigm in the early stages of comd~tron~ng 
under high- and low-drive conditions is showl-a 
in Fig. 1. 
native to peak amplitude or amplitude at a given Effect of drive state 
latency after the first evoked potential (Low and Mean CNV areas (calculated from inedial~ 
McSherry 1968). Such areas were computer-cal- plots as described above) for three subjects under 
culated by first obtaining the average voltage of 
the pre-stimulus interval, then summing all volt- TARI~E  r 
ages more negative than this occurring during a 1 
sec period after the first evoked potential. 
- 
Three subjects were tested under the condition 
of high drive (total deprivation of food except for 
what was obtained in the test sessions) for 2-3 
weeks, then under low drive (normal diet) for 1-2 
weeks, and once again under high drive for 1 
week to control for training effects. Recording 
sessions were suspended for 1 week at the begin- 
ning of each new test condition. The fourth sub- 
ject (M-5), with transcortical electrodes, was test- 
ed under the high-drive condition alone for a 
period of 3 weeks. 
To eliminate the possibility that any slow po- 
tentials recorded under these conditions resulted 
wholly or in part from events surrounding the 
- ---- -
Mean CNV areas: different drive states 
High drive Low drive Significance 
Note: Numbers in parentheses ~ndicate number oT bloclts 
of 10 trials for which mean was calculated. Arcas aie pro- 
portional to pV .set at a ratio of approxin~ately 25 1 Sly-  
nificance (S) or non-significance (NS) determ~ncd with 
Mann-Whitney U test (at 0.05 level). LF - lcft frontal 
recording site, LC = left central. 
Elertroeizceph. clin. Ne~~rol~hysiol., 1970, 99: 173-1 80 
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the two drive conditions are given in Table I. The 
numbers of blocks of 10 trials from which the 
mean areas were calculated are indicated in pa- 
renthesis. Statistical significance of the differences 
111 thc means of these areas was determined by 
using the Mamn-Whitney U test (Siegel 1956) 
with a significance level of 0.05. Clearly, CNVs 
from frontal sites were larger under the high-drive 
condrt~on. CNVs were recorded initially from cen- 
tral s~tes as well, but these apparently were unre- 
lated to the drive condition. Although record- 
ings from frontal areas are usually suspected of 
col~tan~lnation from potentials generated by ver- 
tical rotation of the eyes, a comparison of record- 
lngs from these subjects and the one with trans- 
cortical frontal electrodes (M-5) ruled this out. 
The negative shifts recorded from the frontal sites 
o l  M-5 were of almost identical wave form and 
amplitude as those recorded from the other sub- 
jects at a comparable stage of conditioning. 
Eject  of~~erformance level 
Thc imposed drive condition apparently was 
not the only factor affecting the CNV. When 
blocks were separated only on the basis of per- 
centage of correct responses, regardless of diet 
condition, significant differences in CNV areas 
were atso obtained. Mean areas separated in this 
manner are listed in Table 11. The only way of ex- 
cl~iding the effect of performance would be to 
TABLE I1 
Mean CNViareas: different response levels 
Nigh Low 
response response Significance 
Note: Blocks rncluded in high response column were those 
in cvh~ch the s~ibject responded on at least 7 of the 10 trials; 
low response includes those in which responses were made 
on no more than 3 of the 10 trials. For definitions of ab- 
breviations, see Table I. 
A A 
1 S2 
CORRECT RESPONSE 
A "  A 
I S2 
NO RESPONSE 
Fig. 2 
Brain electrical activity recorded early in training from 
subject with transcortical electrode placements (M-5). 
Traces are averages (median plots) of specially selected 
trials. One block of 10 trials contained only those on which 
a "correct" (reinforced) response occurred; the other, 
those on which no responses occurred. For abbreviations, 
see Fig. 1. 
compare blocks of trials which had identical per- 
centages of correct responses but which were re- 
corded under different diet conditions. Unfortu- 
nately, too few such blocks occurred to permit a 
statistically valid comparison, since the subjects' 
response levels usually paralleled the drive condi- 
tions. By separating trials recorded during a single 
session according to the presence or absence 
of a correct response, it was possible, however, to 
exclude the effect of drive. The average activity 
accompanying these individually selected trials is 
shown in Fig. 2, where it is apparent that a larger 
negative shift is associated with the "response" 
condition even when, as must be assumed, the 
effects of diet are held constant. 
CNV area as a function of training 
Comparison of frontal CNVs recorded during 
high-drive conditions early and late in training in- 
dicated that this potential changed very little in 
amplitude or wave form with time. Those re- 
Electroenceph. clin. Neuuophysiol., 1970,29: 173-180 
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corded from the rolandic regions, however, show- 
ed a decline in amplitude (area) with time even 
though performance levels remained high. Late in 
training, central CNVs were more frequently seen 
at the beginning of a food-deprivation condition 
but rarely at amplitudes as large as those record- 
ed in earlier sessions. 
Comparison of frontal and central CNVs 
The data presented above suggest that the po- 
tentials recorded from frontal and central sites 
occur independently; this was further supported 
by comparison of relative amplitudes of these po- 
tentials in various 10-trial blocks. All possible 
combinations were found: frontal negative shifts 
could be larger than central, or central larger than 
frontal; large shifts might be present at both sites, 
or shifts totally absent at both. 
Control for movement artifact and "pre-motor" 
potentials 
The elimination of blocks of trials that evi- 
denced high signal variance, as described in the 
-10oNvT , 
I SEC 
Fig. 3 
Brain electrical activity (subject M-5) preceding sponta- 
neous, unreinforced responses. Averages of ten 4 sec 
epochs were obtained by playing tape backward and trig- 
gering at the lever-press (LP). LF = left frontal trans- 
cortical electrode pair, RF = right frontal, LC = left 
central, RC = right central. 
Methods section, should have removed trials con- 
taining artifacts owing to the subjects' movements 
in the restraining chair. Analysis of records ob- 
tained from subject M-5 during a period of un- 
cued, unreinforced responses further indicated 
that very little, if any, consistent artifact was as- 
sociated with the lever-pressing response itself. 
The average electrical activity preceding 80 such 
responses is shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, no negative 
potentials of magnitude approximating the 25- 
100 ,uV shifts recorded in this subject are in evi- 
dence. There is, if anything, a slight positive de- 
flection of the baseline during the 1 sec interval 
preceding the response in the traces from the 
frontal leads. 
DISCUSSION 
Whereas the present results do not refute the 
hypothesis that the CNV reflects "cerebral chan- 
ges related to the general drive state of the orga- 
nism", it would appear that "drive" is an inade- 
quate term to explain the complex physiological 
processes that must underlie the production of 
thispotential.Theearly attempts at describing the 
psychological state with which the CNV was 
associated emphasized either the signal-detection 
or motor-response aspects of the conditioning 
task. The terms expectancy and conatiol~ illus- 
trate these attempts, and both must still be consid- 
ered applicable if not totally adequate. 
It  was assumed in the present study that gross 
alterations of food intake would be associated 
with different drive levels. An organism's rnotwa- 
tion to respond at any given instant is, however, 
affected by multiple drives and many subtle vari- 
ables. Statistical theories of learning, like that of 
Estes (1959), avoid mention of these subtle influ- 
ences and speak only of the net probability of an 
organism's responding in a given situat~on. I n  the 
present instance, then, food deprivation could be 
said to alter the subjects' probability of detecting, 
or attending to, the cues and subsequelltly mak- 
ing a correct response. This suggests that atten- 
tion is the common process underlying correct 
performance and the presence of a CNV, a con- 
clusion which was reached by Tecce and Scheff 
(1969) in a study of theeffect of distracting stimuli 
on the CNV. 
The CNV recorded from the human scalp usu- 
ally has been described as a single potential maxi- 
Electroenceph. clin. Neuuophysiol., 1970,29 : 1 73-1 80 
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inai either at the vertex or over the frontal regions 
(Walter et al. 1964b, 1965; Low et al. 1966a). 
Cant and Bicliford (1967), however, found it nec- 
essary to postulate a non-unitary process under- 
Lying the CNV to explain discrepancies in record- 
ings From frontal and central areas; the present 
findiligs indicate that such might be the case. Al- 
though there may be differences in the topograph- 
ic distsnbutions of CNVs recorded in man and 
monltey, ~t is possible that the CNV as previously 
recorded in man represents the summation of at 
least two potentials of disparate origin. As men- 
tioned above, examination of individual 10-trial 
blocks suggested that the relative amplitudes of 
central and frontal CNVs were unrelated. This 
finding is obscured in the data presented in Tables 
I and Ii! since these are averages of many such 
blocks. These figures do show, however, that one 
of the subjects (M-3) had, on the average, central 
CNVs which were significantly larger during the 
low-drive condition than during high drive. This 
may havc been due to the fact that this subject's 
reference electrode was placed within a convolu- 
tion of cortex, and may mean that under high 
drive a larger area of cortical surface was shifting 
negatively so that the reference electrode was, in 
this instance, also active. The other subject with a 
misplaced reference (M-4) also showed this trend, 
but not to a statistically significant level. 
In addition to the CNV, slow, surface-nega- 
tive potentials distributed over the central regions 
of man's scalp have been reported to occur inci- 
dental to sensory stimulation or preceding volun- 
tary responses. The vertex non-specific response, 
elicited by stimuli of any modality, has been re- 
ported to increase in amplitude during tasks re- 
quiring a decision (Davis 1964). Slow potentials 
that precede uncued motor responses also have 
been recorded from the vertex or over rolandic 
cortex (Kornhuber and Deecke 1965; Gilden et 
a/.  1966). The motor potential (MP) consists of a 
surface-negative wave that precedes muscle move- 
ment by up to 1 sec and is distributed over the 
motor strip contralateral to the muscles used in 
the response ~(Vaughan et al. 1968). The Bereit- 
scizujtspoten?ial or readiness potential (RP) de- 
scribed by Kornhuber and Deecke (1965) likewise 
precedes uncued responses but has been reported 
to be brlaterally symmetrical over pre- and post- 
central regions (Deecke et al. 1969). The RP also 
has been shown to increase in amplitude with in- 
creased levels of motivation (McAdam and Seales 
1969). Recorded from the frontal regions, how- 
ever, the RP has a surface-positive polarity 
(Deecke et al. 1969) and must, therefore, have a 
distribution in man differing from that of the 
CNV. 
The surface-negative potentials recorded from 
the frontal regions in the present study might ap- 
pear to be related to the RP or MP since they in- 
variably preceded correct responses but, as can 
be seen in Tables I and 11, these potentials were 
usually much larger than those recorded just 
anterior to the motor cortex. Such a distribution 
precludes the possibility of their arising from ac- 
tivation of units in the motor strip. Although it is 
possible that the distribution of the RP differs in 
man and monkey, it seems more probable that the 
frontal dominant potentials are analogous to the 
CNV in man. Conversely, the negative potentials 
recorded at the central electrodes sites are topo- 
graphically similar to the RP and MP, but since 
they could be present even in the absence of a 
response (see Fig. I), they would seem to be re- 
lated more to the vertex non-specific response. 
The lack of any significant negative potentials 
time-locked to the response itself (Fig. 3) is fur- 
ther proof that both frontal and central shifts 
were unrelated to the MP or RP. It  is tempting to 
speculate that the slight positive shift in the fron- 
tal traces preceding spontaneous responses might 
be the monkey equivalent of a Bereitschaftspo- 
tential, but too few trials were averaged to make 
any such conclusion. These results are included 
only as they lend further support to the argu- 
ment that the negative potentials recorded from 
frontal and central electrode sites were not sim- 
ply response-related. 
Activation of different subcortical systems was 
suggested by Chiorini (1969) as the basis for the 
two distinct types of slow potentials he observed 
in cat cortex during classical conditioning. He 
attributed equal bilateral potentials to a diffuse 
system such as the midbrain reticular formation; 
less widespread, bilateral potentials of unequal 
amplitude were thought to result from activation 
of a more "localized" system. The two independ- 
ent surface-negative potentials described in the 
present study must also arise from activation of 
different subcortical systems. The topographic 
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distribution and time of appearance in condition- 
ing indicate that the more central of these po- 
tentials may arise from a diffuse system such as 
Chiorini proposed. A more localized system, aris- 
ing in the anterior one-third of the intralaminar 
system of the thalamus and projecting to the orbi- 
tofrontal cortex, has been traced in the rat brain 
by Scheibel and Scheibel(1966, 1967). The fron- 
tal-dominant potential present in primates may 
well arise from activation of a medial thalamus-to- 
frontal cortex system such as this, a system which 
may subserve a basic mechanism of selective at- 
tention. 
SUMMARY 
The contingent negative variation (CNV), a 
vertex-negative slow potential that occurs in the 
interval between two stimuli when the second is 
made the cue for a motor response, has been 
linked in the literature with psychological con- 
cepts such as drive, motivation, expectancy, at- 
tention, preparation set and conation. 
The CNV was studied in rhesus monkeys 
using epidural and subcortical platinized-plati- 
num electrodes and long time constant, capacitor- 
coupled amplifiers. The study was designed to 
determine the effects of different levels of drive, 
as determined by normal diet or total deprivation 
of food, on the amplitude of the CNV in subjects 
trained to respond for a food reward. Recordings 
made over several months from four subjects led 
to the following conclusions : 
1. At least two independent negative slow po- 
tentials are present during the course of condition- 
ing a task of this type; one is present over the 
frontal regions and the other over more central 
areas. The two potentials may sum to produce the 
CNV typically recorded at the scalp. 
2. The central-dominant potential decreases 
in amplitude with overtraining, appearing most 
commonly after periods of food deprivation. The 
frontal-dominant potential reaches its maximal 
amplitude early in training and continues to be 
present as long as the subject maintains a high 
level of performance. 
3. The CNV is not related in any simple man- 
ner to drive. It is suggested that food deprivation 
acts to increase the probability of the subject's 
detecting the cues and subsequently making a 
correct response, and that the frontal-dominant 
potential may, therefore, be the electrical sign of 
activation of a basic mechanism of selective at- 
tention subserved by non-specific thalamo-corti- 
cal pathways. 
L'EFFET D'ETATS PULSIONNELS A L T ~ R B S  SUR LA 
VARIATION CONTINGENTE N~GATIVE (CNV) CHEZ 
LES SINGES RHESUS 
La variation contingente nkgatrve (CNV), 
potentiel lent nCgatif au niveau du vertex qui 
survient dans l'intervalle entre deux stimuli 
quand le second sert de consigne a une rbponse 
motrice, a CtC reliCe dans la littkrature B des 
concepts psychologiques tels que pulsion, moti- 
vation, attente, attention, prCparation B l'action 
et cognition. 
La CNV est CtudiCe chez les singes rbCsus B 
l'aide d'electrodes Cpidurales et souscortlcales 
au platinum-platink et d'amplificateurs B loi~gues 
constantes de temps 2 couplage de capacltk. Le 
but de cette Ctude est de dkterminer les efrets de 
diffkrents niveaux pulsionnels crtks par une d~kte 
normale ou une privation totale de nour-nture, 
sur l'amplitude de la CNV de sujets entrainis 
2 rkpondre pour obtenir une gratification allmen- 
taire. Ces enregistrements poursuivis sur pl~lsieurs 
mois chez quatre sujets ont conduit auu con- 
clusions suivantes : 
1. Deux potentiels lents ntgatifs iildCpendarits 
au moins existent au cours du condition~~ement 
d'une tgche de ce type; l'un s'observe au nrveau 
des rCgions frontales et l'autre au nlveau d'a~res 
plus centrales. Ces deux potentiels pemvent 
s'additionner pour produire la ChTV enregistrke 
classiquement au niveau du scalp. 
2. Le potentiel qui domine au nlveau des 
regions centrales diminue d'ampl~tude avec le 
surapprentissage, apparaissant plus habituelle- 
ment aprbs des pCriodes de privation de nourri- 
ture. Le potentiel 2 dominance frontale attemt 
son maximum d'amplitude prCcocCment au cours 
de l'apprentissage et continue B exister aussi 
longtemps que le sujet maintiertt un naveau 
ClevC de performance. 
3. La CNV n'est pas like de f a p n  s~nlple B 
la pulsion. Les auteurs font l'hypothkse que la 
privation de nourriture agit de f a ~ o n  B accroilre 
la probabilitk pour le sujet de dktecter les 
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conaignes e t  par  constquent de faire une rtponse 
correcte; le potentiel a dominance frontale peut 
ainsi Etre le signe tlectrique de l'activation d'un 
rnkcanisme de base d'attention sClective sousten- 
due par les voies thalamo-corticales non 
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The recording of single-cell activity from the brains of of each rod slips into a swivel asse~nbly (Fig. 1 ,  C )  thai 
conscious animals has provided significant information will clamp it rigidly in place and also provide a means of 
about the neural bases of sensation, higher integrative compensating for minor variatiolls in the angle at which 
functions, and observable behavior (Hubel 1959; Jasper the rod extends from the animal's head. Tl-ie swivel 
et al. 1960; Buchwald el al. 1966). The recording tech- assembly clamps around a ring (Fig. I ,  D)  thai is 5.: in. in 
niques employed by most researchers have been based 
uvon the use of either semi-vermanentlv imvlanted, fixed- 
- .  
position electrodes (Strumwasser 1959) or a combination 
electrode holder and driver unit attached to the skull 
(Ricci et al. 1957; Hubel 1959; Davis and Tallow 1966; 
Evarts 1968). 
Our research goals required a micro-electrode re- 
cording system that would: (a) be adaptable for use in 
large (rhesus, cynomolgus) monkeys; (b) allow repeated 
experimental sessions with return of the animal to its 
home cage between recording periods; (c) provide a means 
for rapid replacement of damaged glass micro-electrodes; 
(d) hold the animal's head rigidly in relation to the micro- 
electrode carrier and driver while leaving its limbs free to 
perform a variety of tasks; (e) provide a means for con- 
trolling brain pulsations during the recording session as 
well as a means of reducing the flow of spinal fluid from 
the subarachnoid space between recording sessions. 
Since previously described methods were deficient in 
one or more of these criteria, we have developed a new 
device to meet our needs. 
METHOD 
Four 8-32, flat-head, stainless-steel stove bolts are 
surgically implanted into the animal's skull, with the head 
of the bolt between the dura mater and the inner surface 
of the skull. The threads protrude approximately 3 in., and 
a Delrin foot pedestal (Fig. 1, A) is screwed down over 
each one to hold it firmly in place. These bolts serve to Fig. I 
support 4 stainless-steel rods ($ in. in diameter and 3 in. Position of animal's head in head-holding dcvicc. A : 
in length) (Fig. 1, B) which are tapped on one end so they Delrin foot pedestal. B:  stainless-steel support rod. C: 
will screw down snugly on the skull bolts. The other end swivel assembly. D: support ring. E: "ear bars". F: 
support frame. G:  Kopf electrode carrier. N: micro- 
This work was supported in part by Grant HE 05435 electrode driver. I: access chamber. b: Dell-in exteiision 
from the Heart Institute, National Institutes of Health, tube. K: stainless-steel "take-up" screw. I,: tli~tmb "taltc- 
U. S. Public Health Service. up" screw. 
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diameter and 4 in. in cross section. This heavy metal ring 
has two 2 in. square "ear bars" (Fig. 1, E) that protrude at  
a 90" angle on either side. These bars fit into a rigid frame 
(Fig. 1, F) that supports this device and also provides a 
slide track for a standard Kopf electrode carrier (Fig. 1, 
G). The Kopf carrier is used to hold a hydraulic micro- 
electrode driver and pre-amplifier (Fig. 1, H) as well as to 
adjust the position and angle of the electrode to enter the 
desired location of the brain. T o  provide a place through 
which the micro-electrode can be inserted into the brain, 
a 4 in. trepliine hole is made over the desired location and 
tapped with a conventioiial 9/16 in. bottom-cutting tap. 
A short length of stainless-steel tubing is screwed into the 
hole to provide an access chamber (Fig. 1, I). During the 
experimental sessions, a hollow 2 in. length of Delrin tube 
(Fig. I ,  J) is screwed down over this access chamber and is 
filled with half sterile saline and half molten wax after the 
electrode is put into position. In this way the electrode is 
held rigidly in place but will slide vertically, and the brain 
palpitations are also reduced to a minimum. Between 
experimental sessions, the access chamber is completely 
filled with sterile saline and covered with a protective 
Delrin cap. 
The entire head-restraining assembly attaches to a 
specially designed chair (Fig. 2) that consists of a heavy 
outer shell constructed from in. cold rolled steel and an 
inner plastic module that supports the animal's body. To 
minimize the effects of body movements, the inner inodule 
is suspended by springs and mechanically damped by four 
shock absorbers. The entire apparatus weighs approxi- 
mately 250 Ibs., and is mounted on rolling casters that 
will lock in place. 
PROCEDURE 
The animal is prepared in two operations approxi- 
mately one week apart. Each operation is performed under 
sterile conditions with the animal's head fixed in a stereo- 
taxic instrument. Sodium pentobarbital, administered 
intravenously, is used as an anesthetic. En the first opera- 
tion, the four 8-32 skull bolts are implanted. T l ~ c  frontal 
set is located at  A-P zero and 1.5 cm off the midline. and 
the posterior set is a t  A-P-2.8 cm and 1.5 ~ I T I  off the 
midline. A 5/16 in. button is trephined midway between 
each set, and a side-cutting dental drill is used to n~alte a
trench which connects the buttonhole and thc place where 
the skull bolts are to exit. The bottom of the side-cutting 
drill has been polished smooth to prevent injirry to the 
dura mater. The heads of the 8-32 bolts, which have been 
milled flat, are inserted through the trephined hole and 
slid in place. The Delrin foot pedestals are then screwed 
down on the skull bolt to hold it firmly but with care to 
avoid excessive tightening of the foot pedestal, which can 
result in erosion of the bone. After all four skull bolts are 
in place, the trenches and burr holes are filled with Shur- 
Weld dental acrylic and the skin and subcutaneous tissuc 
closed separately around the pedestals. These bolts will 
remain rigidly in place indefinitely with no apparent dis- 
comfort to the animal. Infection has not been a problem; 
however, during the first 3 post-operative days, a wide- 
spectrum antibiotic is administered systemically. and then 
a topical antibiotic (Panalog) is applied for an additional 
4 days and at  the time the sutures are removed. 
Before the date of the initial recording session, the 
animal is again anesthetized and placed in the stereolaxic 
device. A + in. button is trephined over. the area wlzere the 
micro-electrode recordings are to be made. This hole is 
threaded with a 9/16 in. bottom-cutting tap that has 18 
threads to the inch. The dura mater is then carefully re- 
nloved or cut in a "V"-shaped flap and left in place. I f  
there is any bleeding from the cut edge of the dura after 
several minutes, it is stopped with a very fine tipped 
battery cauterizer. Next, the stainless-stecl access chamber 
is screwed in place. In practice, it has been found that the 
chamber will be held tightly by the threads alone; how- 
ever, on occasion, either dental acrylic or a Delrin re- 
taining ring has been found useful in securing the ciiambel. 
to the skull. To complete this phase of tine procedure, a 
Teflon protective cap is screwed down on the access 
chamber. A 4-40 set screw in one edge of the top of this 
cap serves to allow saline to be injected into tile chamber, 
and it can be tightened to the edge of the ~netal access 
chamber to hold the cap firmly in place ~111ile tile anillla1 
is in its home cage. Also, having the chamber filled and 
sealed with sterile saline maintains intracranial l~uessure 
and prevents excessive leakage of the spinal fluid rrom the 
- 
Fig. 2 subarachnoid space. 
Animal seated in support module before a recording During the recording sessions, the anrmai 1s seated in 
session. The pellet dispenser and wire from the operant- the support module with its head held only by tI?c plastic 
response bar have not been put in place. restraining collar. Animals that have been tra~a~ed on 
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Fig. 3 
Sample of an intracellular recording of a neuron in the pre-frontal area of the brain (recorded in co- 
operation with James D. Frost Jr.). 
p o s ~ t i ~ e  r idorcement usually remain sufficiently still so RESUME 
that t l~c  rods that connect the skull bolts to the swivel 
device can bc screwed in place with no difficulty. An 8-32 SYSTEME DE MAINTIEN DE LA TETE POUR ETUDES 
staiiliess-steel nut  (Fig. 1, K) that has been screwed part 
way down the skull bolt is then tightened against the 4 in. 
rod to remove any slack in the threads. Intractable 
animals may be given Fluothane gas anesthesia during this 
procedure. The swivels have been designed so that one 
ih~l rnb  screw (Fig 1, L) will tighten each rod and prevent 
its movement in any direction. When the animal's head 
has been secured, the Teflon cap is removed and a 8 in. X 
P in. Delrin extension tube is added to the access chamber. 
Once the micro-electrode is lowered into position, the 
cxlensioil t~lbe is filled with half saline and half molten 
58'C histological wax. In this way, the electrode is held 
rigidly but can easily be inserted by advancing the driver 
mecllanism. Also, the pulsations of the brain are reduced 
to a rninim~lm. In the event that an electrode tip becomes 
dalnaged, it can be replaced in a matter of a few minutes. 
Tile best recordings can be obtained during the first 
3-4 days after the dura is cut. After that time, vascular 
proliferation and fibroblastic tissue make it difficult to 
insert i l~e dclicate glass electrodes. 
DISCUSSION 
T11ls systcin has been used successfully to record 
single-LIIII~ potentials for relatively long periods of time as 
well as intracellular potentials for up to 20 sec (Fig. 3). 
T l~e  animals are fillly conscious, and their limbs are free 
to perforiu a variety of mechanical tasks. 
SUMMARY 
A lech~~ique is described for the rigid fixation of a fully 
coilscioiis, freely responding monkey during micro-elec- 
[rode recordings from single cortical units. 
REPETEES PAR MICRO-ELECTRODES CHEZ LE SINGE, 
AU COURS DE REPONSES OPERANTES 
L'auteur dCcrit une technique de fixation rigide d'un 
singe pleinement conscient, rkpondant librement au cours 
d'enregistrements par micro-Clectrodes d'unitb corticales 
isolkes. 
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